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communities voices and insights washington times - as the saying goes if it looks like a duck walks like a duck and talks
like a duck it s probably a duck shares, 15 surprising things about parenting in iceland a cup of jo - elsa maria in swim
class on babies swimming parents take their babies to their first swim lessons when they are three months old it s less
about learning to swim and more about getting used to the ritual of going to the pool, 15 surprising things about
parenting in italy a cup of jo - today is our final motherhood around the world post this summer and our last stop is italy
where molly gage moved a decade ago my then fianc and i were living in new york but decided to get married and move to
his native rome she says now divorced molly lives with her eight year old daughter and six year old son, macromemo rbc
global asset management - while a democratic victory in the house of representatives wouldn t realistically allow for any
democratic legislation given virtually certain opposition from the senate and white house it would equally restrict republican
legislation, raspberry pi zero the 5 computer raspberry pi - today i m pleased to be able to announce the immediate
availability of raspberry pi zero made in wales and priced at just 5 zero is a full fledged member of the raspberry pi family
featuring, 71 year old joe czeiszperger had trouble learning guitar - my first 3 years i did things the typical way and got
nowhere with guitar even after studying all the books and videos and taking lessons from 4 different guitar teachers in new
york city including one who wrote for guitar world magazine, gordon t long macro analytics global macro economic john rubino s latest book read more charles hugh smith s latest book read more read more our macro analytics partner
richard duncan latest books, notes from the asilomar conference on beneficial ai - last month i got to attend the asilomar
conference on beneficial ai i tried to fight it off saying i was totally unqualified to go to any ai related conference but the
organizers assured me that it was an effort to bring together people from diverse fields to discuss risks ranging from, deeper
insights into the illuminati formula by fritz - baron guy de rothschild of france has been the leading light of his bloodline
the baron is an illuminati kingpin and slave programmer for those who have bought the cover story that the catholic church
is not part of the illuminati s nwo i would point out that the baron has worked with the pope in programming slaves,
languagehat com david foster wallace demolished - he doesn t know anything about math either as you ve probably
begun to see david foster wallace writes in everything and more aristotle manages to be sort of grandly and breathtakingly
wrong always and everywhere when it comes to infinity as for wallace s book the less said the better, comparing floating
point numbers 2012 edition random ascii - this post is a more carefully thought out and peer reviewed version of a
floating point comparison article i wrote many years ago this one gives solid advice and some surprising observations about
the tricky subject of comparing floating point numbers, black hat usa 2017 briefings - stepping up our game re focusing the
security community on defense and making security work for everyone since the first black hat conference 20 years ago the
security community industry and the world have changed to the point that it s time to re examine whether we re living up to
our responsibilities and potential, grain brain by david perlmutter md gluten free diet - dr david perlmutter is on the
cutting edge of innovative medicine that looks at all lifestyle influences on health and illness his work has helped me better
understand ways to maintain and improve brain function and to prevent and treat diseases of the nervous system that are
not managed well by conventional medicine, law and disorder the new science of chaos - the outer world can often seem
as chaotic as our inner world our stream of consciousness coherence can all too easily elude us we usually experience a
convoluted flow of happenings and events, fuji x buyer s guide part 2 lenses dedpxl - fuji 18mm f2 the 18mm is probably
the most underrated and most forgotten lens in the x lineup right now it s small it s light it s sharp it s fast while it isn t quite
as quick in the af department as the newer lenses tend to be it still isn t a slouch, the 10 90 rule for magnificent web
analytics success - it would be rude of me not to start with a bias confession we sell and market a web analytics tool that
aside in many ways i agree with the notion of a 10 90 split regardless of the tool but i m not convinced that analyst covers
the real role of the 90 for most organisations, calculus building intuition for the derivative - ak thanks for the comment
really appreciate the support i m actually looking at ways to help tap into the community one idea is getting a little section
after each post to share the analogies that worked or questions that are still outstanding, theinquirer news reviews and
opinion for tech buffs - theinquirer publishes daily news reviews on the latest gadgets and devices and inqdepth articles
for tech buffs and hobbyists
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